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We’re glad you 
are  here !

I



Roots of Peer Parent Support

Peer 
Parent 

Support

System of Care 
Movement

• New ways to organize services 
& supports

• New ways to manage systems

Family Involvement 
Movement

• New roles for family members 
in system operations

• New roles for parents in 
service provision

Wraparound Movement

• New ways to plan & organize 
services and supports

• Ability to connect support, 
intervention, community 
resources and system services



Many Definitions of Peer Parent 
Support

• Attached to a particular model

• Engagement versus connection

• Parents doing a variety of roles

• Parents as correctors rather than supporters



Where Does Peer Parent Support 
Happen?

• As part of ongoing services or systems
– Mental Health Agencies
– Family Support Organizations
– Schools
– Child Welfare
– Juvenile Justice

• In communities
– Where families live, work and connect

• In homes
– Where families reside

• Everywhere



The Journey to Peer Parent Support

Becoming 
Defined by the 

Situation

Recognize that 
you’re part of a 

system

Growing 
Realization that 

you have to 
activate for your 

family

Understanding 
the meaning 
behind your 
experience

Commit to help 
others through 
your personal 

experience

Patricia Miles



Why Use This Framework?

• Allows for flexibility
– Peer Parent Support can be nested in a variety of models
– Increase sustainability and adaptability

• Anchored in the experience of the parent
– Avoids getting “lost” in translation (youth perspective, wraparound 

practices)
– Validates the importance of peer support to parent

• Creates a placeholder for personal and professional work
– Allows peers to make sense of their lived experience
– Creates a way for PPSPs to make sense of the parents they are 

supporting



Some Aspects About the Parent Journey

• Moves back and forth across the stages based on family 
circumstances

– If you think you have arrived you probably haven’t left

– Movement across time may be experienced differently

– Recognition of the universal stops on the journey while 
balancing the individual realities

– Creates a sense of understanding and connection rather than 
assessment and resolution



Stage One:  Becoming Defined or 
Overwhelmed by the Situation

• Recognize that each story is unique

• Create space for people to tell you their experience

• Develop an understanding of the parent’s unique perspective
– Summarize it

– Check it out

– Adapt to it

• Find something relatable to your lived experience

• Communicate a sense of expectancy

• Strategically plan for the next step



Stage 2:  Recognizing that You are Now Part of a 
System

• Identifying the parent’s context

• Build an understanding how first contact and current system 
contact impacts the parent

• Develop an understanding about the parent’s sense of need

• Prioritize activities based on parent input

• Adjust support to match parent strengths, needs & culture



Stage 3:  Growing Realization that You Must Act to 
Save Your Family

• Recognize that the system either won’t work for your 
family or won’t work without your involvement

• Fosters a sense of urgency in terms of time

• A time of activation based on growing realization, insight 
and connection



Stage 4:  Knowing and Seeing the Meaning of Your 
Experience

• Recognize that personal experience has a meaning

• See that your journey has had struggle but also triumph

• Reshape the way you value yourself and your experience

• Find ways to help your family with that meaning



Stage 5:  Commit to Helping Others with Your 
Personal Experience

• Commit to the deep work of reflecting on your lived 
experience

• Commit  to learning with rather than teaching to

• Work to stay in the lane of peer support versus 
professional support

• Expose your story in service to others including parents 
and system partners



Some Aspects About the Parent 
Journey

• Moves back and forth across the stages based 
on family circumstances
– If you think you have arrived you probably 

haven’t left

– Movement across time may be experienced 
differently

– Recognition of the universal stops on the journey 
while balancing the individual realities

– Creates a sense of understanding and connection 
rather than assessment and resolution



Implementation Slide
Challenges & Promises

Challenges

• Treating the journey as an assessment;  
urgency to move parents along rather 
than to understand where they may be

• Wrong interpretations:  Seeing it as a 
judging tool rather than an 
understanding tool

• Getting caught up in the language of 
the stages of parent  journey  and 
seeing parents as victims

Promises

• Holds a dialogue about the unique 
experience of the parent

• Creates space for the PPSP to continue to 
reflect on their experience (avoids an 
us/them)

• Provides a frame work  for the PPSP to 
know where a parent is in their journey and 
“ meet them where they’re at”

• Creates opportunities for PPSP’s and 
parents  to find the meaning of their story


